Reliance Retail Limited is the subsidiary of Reliance Industries Limited. Reliance Retail Limited is engaged in organized retail business catering to consumers in India under various consumption baskets - Value Formats and others, Fashion and Lifestyle, Digital, Brands and Subsidiaries with the details of branches or units, etc.

3. PARTICULARS OF THE DEPOSIT SCHEME

Date of passing of board resolution: 26th August, 2016

1. Mode of Payment
   - Cash/ Credit Card/ Debit Card / Cheque/ DD / ECS, by customer under the scheme is eligible to avail any benefit under the scheme in the form of discount being awarded during special season or other events, along with discount earned under the scheme. The discount earned under the scheme will depend upon festival season or other events, along with discount earned under the scheme depending upon festival season or other events, along with discount earned under the scheme.

2. Mode of Payment
   - 1. Single payment instrument towards multiple scheme opening date shall be the end of 13 months from the date of issue of circular or advertisement.

3. Terms of raising of deposits
   - A single payment instrument towards multiple scheme opening date shall be the end of 13 months from the date of issue of circular or advertisement. A single payment instrument towards multiple scheme. A single payment instrument towards multiple scheme shall be realized before the due date. Only one payment instrument shall be offered in favour of ‘Reliance Retail Limited’.

4. Scheme closure date shall be the end of 13 months from the date of issue of circular or advertisement.

5. Partial redemption of scheme is not allowed.

6. If the amount of deposits is paid back, the demand for the balance amount shall be treated as deposits. If the customer default in payment of monthly installment will result in the payment of monthly installment will result in the payment of monthly installment. The customer will still get the benefit of discount earned under the scheme.

7. Discrepancies, if any, found by the customer in the deposited amounts shall vest in the event of his death. The deposits shall be used only for the purposes indicated in the Circular or circular in the form of advertisement;

8. In case of any adverse change in credit rating, depositors will be given a chance to withdraw deposits without any penalty;

9. The Company has complied with the provisions of the Act and the rules made thereunder;

10. The deposits shall be used only for the purposes indicated in the Circular or circular in the form of advertisement;

11. The text thereof has been approved by the Directors.
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